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ENERGY SERVICES ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA
• Incorporated August 2010
• 6 founding independent energy service companies

• Represent >90% $350 mil/year market for guaranteed
Energy Service Performance Contracts (ESPC)

OUR ASK
• We believe that Finance needs to “own”
energy performance contracting policy
• We need leadership to mobilize/set in action
public sector to explore the use of our ESPC
business model…they need direction
• Needs affirmative direction to align
departments in providing direction and
support for ESPC business model

The Challenge Ahead
Unprecedented financial turmoil
•

$63 billion in total taxpayer-supported
debt (2008 +$35billion in the black)

• Energy demand & prices increasing
• Energy security issues increasing
• Carbon emissions increasing
• Climate change effects worsening
• Canadian Legislation compliance increasing
Canada is set to fall short of its 2030 target to slash energy consumption by 30%
currently achieving only 22% by the deadline

Energy We Waste In Buildings
• Buildings account for 11% of
domestic GHG emissions
• In Canada we waste 25%+ of the energy
we consume
• Canada’s buildings waste approx. $150
billion every year
• Could increase 45% by 2030
• 75% of the buildings we will occupy in
2050 are standing today

DIY solutions tend to generate between 5 and 10% savings only

Where should we focus?
$1 spent on more efficient energy use avoids
$3 in investment in energy supply
Supply Side

Demand Side

The greenest energy is the energy that isn’t generated

Alberta Fiscal Plan extracts Oct 2019
• $16 billion investment in vertical
infrastructure
• Mackimon Panel – need for stable funding
across capital, maintenance and renewal
strategies – CMR accounts for just $3.6b
• Updating government tech systems

• $2.9b invested in Health includes $2.5b
self-financed
• Prioritizing educational infrastructure

Using wasted energy to fund risk free carbon and energy reduction

The Numbers
EPC business model’s impact on Ontario public sector facilities
Building Sector

Gross
square
footage of
facility
footprint

Estimated
Annual
energy
budget

Municipalities, Colleges &
Universities, Healthcare, Social
Housing, Provincial Gov.

1.1 Billion $3.1 Billion

Estimated
Annual
Energy
Savings

Total
Investment
Leveraged
through
annual energy
savings
(20 year
amortization)

$750
million

$10-12.5
billion

• $10-12.5 Billion in new investment
• 150,000 – 190,000 new jobs
• Clean energy not even included in these figures

# of Jobs

150,000
to 190,000

What is an Energy Performance
Contract (EPC)?
A partnership between a customer and
an energy services company (ESCO)
that allows the customerto improve
condition and energy efficiency of their
facilities without any up-front capital
costs or public sector debenture
requirement

Using wasted energy to fund risk free carbon and energy reduction

TYPICAL Campus Utility Cost- How the Business Model Works
Before Partnership

Potential Benefits
 Substantial Savings approx. $20M+ pa
on AI managed properties energy
alone

Utility Bills
$7M
$7M
Operating Budget

 Better, more reliable accommodation
environments

During Partnership
Utility Bills

 Cost efficiency through large project
delivery
 Significant reduction in deferred
renewal challenge
 Significant utility reduction and CO2
emissions
 Full measurable, external
accountability. Performance
guarantee to repay initial costs
 New capital, capacity & capability to
study, design and build project safely

$5M

$2M (per year
/20 years)

$7M
Operating Budget

Loan
Repayment

$30M Capital Fund
Equipment Maintenance
Energy Monitoring
Savings Reports
Training

An EPC enables ….
•

Upgrade your buildings with modern, energy
efficient equipment… with no impact on
current operational budgets

•

Improve resiliency by adopting renewable
energy and smart grid technologies

•

Reduce building energy consumption typically
by over 25% … without additional investment

•

Meet your carbon emission’s targets… at no
additional cost – Net Zero is achievable!

•

Make major improvements in capital
infrastructure … without the need for up front
capital

Why Use EPCs?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owner remains in control!
Completely self-funding (from the savings)
Guarantee transfers financial and
equipment performance risk to the ESCO –
if the savings target isn’t made, the ESCO
pays the difference
Immediate improvements are made
Buildings upgraded with modern, reliable
energy efficient equipment
Comfort conditions are improved for
occupants
Carbon reduction at its core. Net Zero!
No need for additional personnel
Creates job opportunities
Proven process

Self-funded, risk free improvement program

EPC is a 4 Stage Process
Contract
Closure

Preliminary
study

Preliminary
audit

Partner
Selection

Detailed
analysis

Detailed
Engineering
Design

Implementation

Planning,
Installation,
Contract
Management

Changes in
energy use
accounting

Guarantee
phase

Energy savings
guarantee,
measurement
and verification

No commitment until contract closure

Total Facility Approach

A program approach accessing over 250 energy conservation measures

Advantages of a Performance Based
Contract
Value Versus Traditional Bid and Spec Procurement
1. Energy services company (ESCO) bears the burden of performance and guaranteed
results
2. Performance burden requires ESCOs to exercise more rigorous engineering and analysis
3. ESCO brings specialized expertise in buildings, energy systems, technologies and
operations
4. Model allows major capital projects to be streamlined and delivered budget / cash flow
neutral
5. Alternative financing / procurement enables projects to take place outside of budgeting
cycles
6. Multiple financing options exist including potential off-balance sheet arrangements
7. Most ESCOs can provide ongoing lifecycle services for continuous optimization and
maintenance
8. International and industry standards dictate savings calculation methodologies

So What’s the Hold-Up?
Since the US Energy Policy Act 2005
• In 4 years more than $1.9 billion was invested in over 400 EPC programs
• Over 30,000 new jobs created
• Lack of awareness
• Energy efficiency – the invisible solution
• Focus on supply side
• Procurement difficulties
• Selective financing
• Lack of policy push and incentives
• No binding targets
• Reliance on government funding
• Accounting & budgetary rules
Energy efficiency is the unseen elephant in the room

Procuring an EPC Requires a
Different Approach
• The traditional, price driven tender
approach does not work when
procuring an EPC
• Selection is driven by savings,
vendor qualifications and innovation
not price
• Prequalification of the right EPC
supplier is the key step
•

expertise, experience, financial
strength, resources, people,
references, innovation…

You are buying energy savings – not equipment

The Good News Is ….
An effective, compliant
procurement process
exists!
Funding is not a barrier!
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